
Top 10
Things to think about before you 

create your business website!
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Make a plan! Before you head to making a website, planning everything 

from the content to the photos will save you time in the long run. 

Your plan will help you define what you need and give you direction to 

write the actual content you want to create for your website.  

I like to use a pen and paper to create the initial plan. 

Why? because you can cut the paper up into the different sections and 

move them around to rearrange them into an order that makes sense  

to you. 

This means you don’t need to know in what order you want the content in 

when you write it down, just make the list as you think of things and then 

cut it up and put the pieces into the sequence that makes the most sense 

to you. 

If you’ve forgotten something, that’s easy just write it down on a slip of 

paper and place it where it needs to go!

TIP 1. PLAN
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TIP 2. STYLE

Decide what your style is! This involves working out what you want 

your business style to be; is it vintage, modern, clean & light or dark & 

masculine?

There is no right or wrong but you’ll want to have a clear idea of what style 

your business is so that you can create a brand look that works for you 

and clearly shows your style.

This does not mean you need to make products that only fit within that 

style. 

We are not talking about the style of what you sell but how you want your 

business to come across to customers. 

They are connected though! A vintage styled business might sell simple, 

elegant pieces as well as vintage styled ones but they are unlikely to sell 

cutting edge modern pieces as that just would not fit and might be a little 

jarring to the customer. It is also not appealing to the right audience for 

successful sales. 
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Brand your business! What I mean here is to decide what your business 

colours, fonts and logo are going to be. 

This is called your brand identity. 

You want to make sure you have a consistant look across your business 

from the packaging to your website and social media. 

Colours: pick a set of colours and make sure you have dark and light ones 

for contrast. 

Fonts: pick one or two, check they are easily available for use in print and 

online. 

Logo: take a look at sites like fiverr.com or freelancer.com if you want to 

get a logo made. Sort out your colours and font first so that you can give 

that information to the person creating the logo. 

TIP 3. BRAND
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TIP 4. PHOTOS

Take good photos! I cannot express strongly enough that the quality of 

the photos you put on your website to sell your product is of paramount 

importance. 

If your photos are bad; blurry or too light/dark, then you’ll struggle to sell 

your products. 

Your customers need to see that you value your products as much as you 

want them to. Bad photography will do the opposite, if you don’t value 

your products enough to spend time taking photos, why should your 

customers value them enough to spend their hard-earned cash?

When editing photos for websites make sure you size them correctly. 

Large files will load slowly online and you don’t want that dreaded 

customer experience of seeing the photo appearing line by line!

When you know what website platform you are using, do an online search 

to find out their optimum photo sizes.  

The term website platform refers to the website builder, or software you 

are using to build your site.
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TIP 5. JPG OR PNG

Photo file types. Images have a variety of file types depending on why 

they are needed. 

Jpgs are the best option for most things for your website or social media. 

They are compressed files that will load quickly on your website. Most 

phone cameras take photos in jpg format. For iPhones from iOS 11 Apple 

have changed the default image format to HEIC. You can change the format 

in the Settings App back to jpg for web images. 

For social media you can upload photos straight from your phone but for 

your website you will need to edit them to make the file size smaller. Aim 

for a quality level of 5 as that will load quickly and not be pixelated. 

Pngs are the other file type you can use on websites, they are good 

for any image where you want to cut the background out and have it 

transparent. Jpgs do not support transparent backgrounds.

The image above shows how a transparent background works. They are 

good for overlaying with text or if you need them to sit over the edge of 

another photo or colour block (as above). 
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TIP 6. INSPIRATION

We all need inspiration! If you are struggling to decide what style you like, 

what colours you should use or what font will work then try heading to 

other sites to see what they do. 

You don’t want to directly copy anyone else but gaining inspiration from 

other sites you like is fine. 

Pinterest has a lot of great content to help inspire you! try searching for 

terms like: vintage website design or modern website design, depending 

on the kind of style you are after. 

When it comes to inspiration about what to put on your web pages,  

check out big companies like Amazon, Virgin, M&S or other major retailers 

in your country. 

These big companies pay a lot to have specialists work on the messaging 

they use on their sites. 

These sites can really help you to understand what sort of message 

you should be thinking about for the top section of your home page in 

particular as that’s the most important part of your whole site!
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TIP 7. PLATFORMS

Website platforms! If you are going to build your own website you need to 

understand what web platforms are out there and which one would work 

best for you. 

The term platform refers to the website builder, or software you are using 

to build your site.

The ones you are likely to know if you have started your research are Wix, 

Shopify (if you are selling products) and WordPress.

Some have a free version if you are happy with the company putting 

advertising on your site. 

Wix and Shopify are platforms that have hosting built in, but WordPress.

org is a CMS (Content Management System) that needs you to have your 

own hosting. 

There are pros and cons to all of them, the best advice I can offer is to do 

your research and pick the one best suited to your needs. 

Check out the post on my blog here sapphireblueweb.design/wordpress-

v-shopify-v-wix
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TIP 8. CUSTOMERS

Make it easy to shop with you! Whether you sell a physical product or you 

provide a service, you need to make your customer’s journey as easy as 

possible to get them to purchase. 

Work out your customer journey and make sure it’s as clear and as short 

as it can be. 

By customer journey I mean, from the first point your customer hears 

about you to the point where they click the buy button and pay!

If this journey starts on Facebook, work out how to make it easy for them 

to get to Checkout on your website. 

If the journey starts on the home page of your site then it’s looking at the 

least steps to get them to the Checkout page. 

Every business has a unique customer journey, so think like your customer 

and pay attention to any point where it might be confusing or too long 

winded. 

Extra tip! ask family or friends to test the journey and feedback any issues. 
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TIP 9. SEO

SEO means Search Engine Optimisation. It is the information you provide 

about your web pages that shows up in search results when someone 

searches for something on a web browser.

On page SEO is the bit you need to do on every page on your website. 

It’s a good idea to complete the very basics of SEO so that Google (or 

other search engines) know what the page is about and can place it in the 

search results for potential customers searching for products like yours. 

It consists of a meta title, meta description and keywords. 

The meta title is the blue link that you get in online search results and  

the meta description is the two or three lines of text that you get below 

the title. 

Keywords (these can be phrases) do not show in search results but they 

are what Google look for when indexing your pages. They’ll catalogue 

your pages by keyword and show them whenever someone searches for 

terms like ones in your keywords.
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Plan, Prep, Launch! A guide to everything 

you need to do before you create your 

business website.

TIP 10. BUY MY BOOK!

If you are starting a business or needing to improve on an idea that you 

have already launched, then my book will help you save time and make 

the right decisions.

The book covers: 

Planning: How and why to plan your strategy and work out your customer 

avatar (perfect customer).

Branding: How to brand your business, with sections on domain names 

(how to pick the perfect name for you), working out your colours, fonts and 

logo. Covering do’s and don’t of domain names, what are colour codes, 

what colours say about your business, what to consider with font style / 

size and what a logo needs to do for you. 

Website: What are web platforms, hosting, what content your website 

needs, website pages to consider, working out page layout, your customer 

journey, site maps and website styles. 

Images: How to shoot great photos (covering equipment), types of photo, 

photo styles, sizes and file types. 
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Plan, Prep, Launch! is available to 

purchase in the UK directly from 

Sapphireblue.academy.

Or on Amazon as a paperback 

(ISBN 9798444366301) or Kindle 

ebook (free with Kindle unlimited)

Published by  

Sapphireblue.academy

About the Author 
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of magazines.

Having been interested in graphic design as a teenager, her interest  

was rekindled in 2010 and she started her web design career in 2016.

These days Sian designs websites for clients, writes books and also 

teaches small business owners how to build their own websites.

Plan, Prep, Launch! shares all the knowledge about business and 

preparing to create a perfect website that Sian has built up over  

a decade (or two!). 
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to build your own e-commerce website. Visit 
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